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ABSTRACT
Objective: Over the last 30 y cancer epigenetics research has grown extensively. It is note-worthy to recognize that epigenetic misregulation could
substantiate the development of cancer and we need to continue to look for anti-neoplastic epi-drugs. Taking into consideration this phenomenon,
our first aim is to search for an effective epi-drugs by virtual screening from ZINC database and to explore the validity of the virtual screening. The
second aim is to explore a binding conformation of the top affinity ligands against macromolecules, by docking experiment.
Methods: The virtual screening was conducted by our Virtual Screening by Docking (VSDK) algorithm and procedure. Small molecules were
randomly downloaded by ZINC database. For docking experiment, AutoDock 4.2.6 and AutoDock Tool were used.

Results: It took eight to ten hours for the successful virtual screening of the 2778 small compounds retrieved at random from ZINC database.
Among histone H2B E76K mutant (HHEM) inhibitors and DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) inhibitors, the first ranked inhibitors were 1H-1,2,4triazole-3,5-diamine and 2-ethyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole respectively.

Conclusion: As for the molecular structures obtained from virtual screening, most of the top ten HHEM and DNMT inhibitors contained 5-member
rings. More than two times in affinity difference between the top and bottom ten compounds would indicate a successful virtual screening
experiment. The histogram chart of AutoDock4 runs appeared in the lowest affinity region with two or three hydrogen bonds indicating a reliable
conformation docking.
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INTRODUCTION
The global burden of cancer, a disease responsible for nearly 10
million deaths per year, is predicted to top 13 million deaths by
2030 in the world. The cancer mortality rate rose until 1991, then
fell every year through 2017, resulting in 29% overall decline. We
believe that chemotherapeutic advancement, one of the major
cancer treatment strategies, has made a great contribution for this
progress [1-4].
Cancer epigenetics and related fields have been intensely studied
over 30 y [5-17[. The epigenetic regulation comprises histone
modifications including acetylation, deacetylation, phosphorylation
and methylation, DNA hydroxy-methylation and its oxidation
derivative production, nucleosome remodeling, and finally RNAmediated targeting, A substantial number of biological processes
fundamental to the genesis of cancer are regulated by epigenetics. It
was reported and highlighted that epigenetic misregulation could
culminate in cancer development [5-18].

The dynamic regulation of chromatin involves ATP-dependent
nucleosome-remodeling complexes which can be classified into the
four families; a) the switching/sucrose non-fermenting family, b)the
imitation switch family, c) chromodomain helicase DNA-binding
protein family, and d) the inositol requiring 80 (INO80) family [19, 20].
Bromodomain (BRD）is evolutionarily preserved protein-protein
interaction modules that are observed in various proteins with
diverse catalytic and scaffolding functions and are present in most
tissues. Bromodomains selectively bind to acetylated lysine residues,
particularly in histones. Dysregulations of bromodomain-containing
proteins are frequently found in cancer. Bromodomain protein 4
(BRD4) is a chromatin-binding protein implicated in cancer which
functions as a scaffold for transcription factors at promoters and
enhancers [21-27].
Glycosylation is the most complicated and ubiquitous posttranslational process found on a variety of secretory and membrane-

bound proteins. Related enzymes, glycosyltransferases, are almost
entirely specific to endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi, and the
extracellular
milieu.,
most
likely
due
to
differential
glycosyltransferase expression or activity. As a result, aberrant Olinked glycosylation has been extensively demonstrated to affect
biological function and protein integrity that result in cancer growth
and progression of several other diseases [28].

Disseminated neoplastic cells can undergo a period of dormancy but
often grow and hijack the bone microenvironment. Eventually, in
breast cancer the bone is the most common metastatic site.
Adipocytes, one of bone marrow cell types, affect neoplastic cell
proliferation by the expression of leptin, adiponectin, and tumor
necrosis factor α and interleukin 6. The neoplastic cells support their
growth by secreting vascular endothermal growth factor, parathyroid
hormone related protein, matrix metalloproteinase, and interleukins
that promote receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-β-ligand [29].

Cluster of Differentiation (CD) 38 is a multifunctional ecto-enzyme
that is the main nicotinamide dinucleotide (NAD+) catabolic enzyme.
In addition, CD38 is an emerging therapeutic target under conditions
in which metabolism is altered including infection, aging, and
tumorigenesis. Thus, the therapeutic approaches to CD38 inhibition
may serve as a treatment option for age-related metabolic
dysfunction and tumor immunometabolism. CD38 is predominantly
expressed on immune cells and metabolizes NAD to adenosine
diphosphate ribose and cyclic adenosine diphosphate ribose which
results in the mobilization of calcium. Most of CD38 activity takes
place in extracellular domain which results in degradation of
NAD+precursors, for example, nicotinamide mononucleotide (NAM)
necessary for NAD+synthesis, although a trace amount of CD38 is
present in the cytoplasm and in the membranes of organelles.
Extracellular activity of CD38 has a wide range of imprecations for
NAD+homeostasis in the context of infection, aging and tumor
biology [30]. (Thomas et al., 2020) stated that DNA methylation
profiling of choroid plexus cancer will aid the understanding of
choroid plexus tumor biology, and can not only be used for the
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patient identification at risk of recurrence, but also play an
important role for the treatment stratification and the patient
management [31].

As far as the mechanism of epigenetic modifications is concerned,
the modification can be grouped into three categories: Histone
modifications, DNA and RNA methylations, and non-coding RNA
manipulations. Notable examples of FDA approved epigenetic drugs,
so-called epidrugs, include histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor,
DNMT inhibitor, and non-coding RNA (ncRNA) targeted drug. The
first group constitutes volinostat, panobinostat, belinostat, and
romidepsin, the second group, azacytidine and decitabine which are
cytosine analogue inhibitor, and the third group, patistiran [32],
volinostat, panobinostat, belinostat, and romidepsin. Other FDA
approved epidrugs are azacytidine which is DNMT inhibitor and 5aza-2’-deoxycytidine which is cytidine analog. HDAC inhibitors act
by blocking the catalytic domain of HDACs and are related to
changes in the acetylation patterns of histones [33].

Docking research was initiated by (Kuntz ID et al., 1982) [34] and
thereafter a series of docking systems have been introduced [35].
Among them, AutoDock is one of the most popular systems and
utilized by many researchers [36]. Originally, all docking systems
had to pursue one compound at a time which requires a sufficient
amount of time. Although it depends on the system one is working
on, docking of one compound requires, roughly speaking, one hour
or so for a beginner, and half an hour or so for a regular user in
order to accomplish a satisfactory docking of one compound. For a
project to search for a safe and effective drug candidate, thousands
of compounds have to be docked which needs a tremendous amount
of time. To overcome this cumbersome process a virtual screening
system has come into the place along with huge compound
databases [37] such as ZINC, and ChemBridge [38].
Marine natural products (MNP) have been identified as a drug
source for cancer treatment. (Ruiz-Torris V et al., 2017) reported an
overview of MNP natural products and described their putative
mechanisms of action [39]. Along with this overview, they examined
the use of virtual screening for the aid of drug discovery from MNP
in origin and introduced a novel and open-access chemical database.
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It is claimed that due to the resistance emergence against
antimalarial drugs, new antimalarial scaffolds are crucial to avoid
antimalarial cross resistance [39]. They took advantage of the PyRx
virtual screening system for the ZINC database search in order to
discover resistant-free antimalarial drugs. The severe acute
respiratory syndrome COVID 19 spreads around the world and
poses a serious global concern not only from the standpoint of
morbidity but also from the avoidance of mortality. To date, no
compelling therapeutic agent is available to treat COVID 19. The
inhibition of proteases essential for proteolytic processing of viral
polyproteins is said to be a conventional therapeutic strategy.
(Fischer A et al., 2020) conducted virtual screening of over 606
million compounds for binding at crystal structure of the main
protease (Mpro) of COVID 19 [40]. Virtual screening is one of the hot
topics in the area of research and development of drug discovery.
VSDK, which is a technological VS system, was reported by (Baba E
et al., 2011) [41]. It has a function to search a drug candidate from
compound databases for a particular disease which is caused by a
specific protein involvement.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Virtual screening experiment
For the current VS experiment, VSDK [41] was used.
Macromolecules used for this virtual screening were two epigenetic
drug targets, HHEM and DNMT. The first step involved in the virtual
screening is; a) Create the virtual screening file named VSfile (user’s
arbitrary name can be used) in Windows platforms, b) Download the
epigenetic target protein from Protein Data Bank [ 42], convert them
to pdbqt format by AutoDockTool [36], and then save it in VSfile. c)
Download at random small molecules for the amount of 2778 from
ZINC database [43], and convert them to pdb format by Facio [44]
which is again converted to pdbqt format by AutoDockTool, and then
save them in VSfile. The second step is; a) Create conf. txt as shown
in fig. 1 and saved it in VSfile, b) Write the bash script as shown in
fig. 2 and store it in VSfile, c) Open Cygwin64 terminal and execute
VS01. bash command for virtual screening of the data, d) Transfer
the data to Excel and sort them in the ascending order so that the
one with the lowest affinity appears first.

Fig. 1: The detailed description of conf. txt file for the VS of HHEM (pdb code: 5Y0D) used for virtual screening from 2778 small ZINC
molecules randomly retrieved
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Fig. 2: The detailed script of bash file for HHEM used for virtual screening based on 2778 ZINC small molecules randomly retrieved

Docking experiment
AutoDock4, which is developed by Olson’s group (Olson A et al.,
2004) [36], is a computational application to achieve an optimized
conformation between a target protein and a ligand so that the
affinity (kcal/mol) between them is minimized. It is a powerful
computational tool to reduce the labor and cost of the drug
development. One can choose either the generic algorithm or the
simulated annealing in AutoDock 4.

The computer used for the docking experiment is Fujitsu Lifebook
Windows 10. The grid box encompassing the binding site, where the
ligand was embedded, was created and the grid maps representing
the co-crystallized ligand and the receptor protein (pdb code: 5y0d
and 4wxx) were pre-calculated using the AutoGrid (included in
AutoDock package). The grid box was chosen to be sufficiently large
enough to engulf not only the active site but also the pertinent
portion of the surrounding surface. The size of grid box was thus
designated to be 60x60x60 in Å with a grid spacing of 0.375Å.
Since the location of embedded ligand in the complex is known, the
cubic grid box was centered on the pivot of the embedded ligand
binding site. After the AutoGrid process culminated in the successful
completion, AutoDock was run to calculate the binding free energy
between the given inhibitor and the receptor protein. The Genetic

Algorithm with Local Search (GALS) was applied for the
interaction/binding mode between the receptor protein and the
inhibitor. Cluster analysis was performed on the docking run
applying Root Mean Square (RMS) with tolerance of 0.5Å. The top
ten clusters were ranked from the average lowest energy to the
highest.
RESULTS AND DISCUSION

The first group of this experiment includes: a) Virtual screening
results produced a sizable difference of binding energy between the
top and bottom molecules with the magnitude of 2.4 times, b) As far
as molecular types of the top ten compounds of HHEM inhibitors are
concerned, eight compounds showed 5-member ring structures
including triazole, triazol, pyrazoline, pyrrolidine, and pyrazol. The
second group includes: a) DNMT inhibitors show 5-member ring
structures just as in HHEM inhibitors along with cyclopentanone and
cyclopentane as characteristic molecular structures, b) The VS
search was successfully competed in eight h 20 min for HHEM
inhibitors and ten h 10 min for DNMT inhibitors, c) The docking
experiment represented the satisfactory outcome for all three
criteria including hydrogen bond creation, the highest peak in the
lower affinity region in the cluster histogram, and the favorable
docking energy in the lower affinity region.

1. Z04118774; M: 99

9. Z05522092; M: 99

17. Z28766733; M: 100

25. Z38520487; M: 98

2. Z05425396; M: 96

10. Z05543785; M: 100
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26. Z01605495; M: 100

3. Z03591800; M: 100
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24. Z13746443; M: 100

Fig. 3: ZINC (Z) molecular structures of the top 30 compounds in terms of affinity (Kcal/mol) obtained by VSDK virtual screening for
HHEM with moeculer weight (M)
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2778. Z51690995;M: 98

Fig. 4: ZINC (Z) molecular structures of the bottom 10 compounds in terms of affinity (Kcal/mol) obtained by VSDK VS for ＨＨEM with
molecular weight (M)
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Fig. 5: ZINC (Z) molecular structures of the top 30 molecules out of ZINC 2778 compounds in terms of affinity (kcal/mol) obtained by
VSDK VS for DNMT with molecular weight (M)
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This compound is no longer
available inZINC

2778. Z25783202;M: 62

2777. Z15633215;M: 32

Fig. 6: ZINC (Z) molecular structures of the bottom 10 molecules out of ZINC 2778 compounds in terms of affinity (Kcal/mol) obtained by
VSDK VS for DNMT with molecular weight (M)
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Table 1a: Virtual screening result of 1wxx, DNA methylator, against ZINC compounds by using VSDK: top 30 ZINC drug-like molecules
based on the affinity (Kcal/mol) out of 2778 compounds
No

ZINC number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ZINC15423457
ZINC01596393
ZINC04582838
ZINC05382426
ZINC00967469
ZINC02039266
ZINC04887228
ZINC05522092
9.INC05688507
ZINC08251252

affinity (Kcal/
mol)
-5.8
-5.7
-5.5
-5.5
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4

NO

ZINC number

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ZINC43656671
ZINC01696497
ZINC01843472
ZINC02032340
ZINC04218567
ZINC05425396
ZINC05638792
ZINC12358631
ZINC19093253
ZINC21997971

affinity
(Kcal/mol)
-5.4
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3

NO

ZINC number

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

ZINC51690995
ZINC01607934
ZINC01763170
ZINC02035915
ZINC02039394
ZINC03591800
ZINC05133329
ZINC05133539
ZINC05426776
ZINC06661263

affinity (Kcal/
mol)
-5.3
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2
-5.2

Table 1b: Virtual screening result of 1wxx, DNA methylator, against ZINC compounds by using VSDK: top 10 ZINC drug-like molecu; les
based on the affinity (Kcal/mol) out of 2778 compounds
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ZINC number
ZINC14880500
ZINC00967771
ZINC06068236
ZINC12358605
ZINC08830539
ZINC08216665
ZINC08221057
ZINC15633213
ZINC15633215
ZINC25783202

VS feature
One of the docking methods is to explore geometrically feasible
alignments of ligands and a receptor of known structure. (Kozakov
et al., 2005) reported a geometric approach toward macromolecule
ligand interactions and asserted that their approach seems to a wellsuited search generating conformations for energy refinement and
interactive computer graphics routines [23].
With respect to the virtual screened result of HHEM, the top 30
molecules in terms of affinity are listed in fig. 3. The first rank
molecule is 1H-1,2,4-triazole-3,5-diamine. The average molecular
weight of these top 10 molecules is 99. The bottom ten molecules
are listed in fig. 4. The average molecular weight of these 10
molecules is 98. As far as the size of the molecular weight is
concerned not much difference is observed between the two groups.
The affinity table for the top 30 molecules is shown in table 1a, and
for the bottom ten, in table 1b. The average affinity for the top ten
molecule is-5.8 Kcal/mol, and that for bottom ten,-2.4 Kcal/mol. The
average affinity for the top ten molecule was 2.4 times greater than
that of the bottom ten molecules, and this is a significant outcome,
which indicates in a sense that the virtual screening for HHEM
against 2778 ZINC molecules operated producing a sizable
difference between the strong and weak inhibitors. This fact on
affinity difference also helps find out a safe and an effective
compound in the drug development strategy.

As to the experimental result performed for the virtual screened of
DNMT the top 30 molecules in terms of affinity are listed in fig. 5.
The first ranked molecule is 2-ethyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole. The average
molecular weight of these top ten molecules was 97. The bottom ten
molecules are listed in fig. 6. The average molecular weight of these
10 molecules was 68. Roughly speaking, the average molecular
weight of the bottom ten molecules is two thirds of that of the top
ten molecules. The affinity value for the top 30 molecules is shown
in table 2a, and for the bottom ten, in table 2b. The average affinity
for top ten molecule is-5.5 Kcal/mol, and that for the bottom ten,-2.3
Kcal/mol. The average affinity for the top ten molecule was 2.4 times
greater than that of the bottom ten molecules. This is a valuable
piece of information which was obtained by the virtual screening. As
for DNMT inhibitors the average affinity for the top ten molecules is5.49 Kcal/mol, and that for the bottom ten, 2.34 Kcal/mol. The

Affinity (Kcal/mol)
-2.7
-2.6
-2.6
-2.6
-2.5
-2.2
-2.1
-2.1
-2
-2
average affinity for the top ten molecule was 2.3 times greater than
that of the bottom ten molecules. It is unambiguously elucidated that
our virtual screening of 2778 ZINC molecules was ranked from the
one with strong inhibition to weak inhibition with an explicit
difference. Here I propose that one of the criteria to judge the
success of the virtual screening is “more than 2 times” difference in
the average affinity between the top 10 inhibitors and the bottom
ten inhibitors.
Table 2a: Virtual screening result of 5Y0D, histone deacetylase,
by using VSDK; top 30 ZINC drug-like molecules out of 2778
compounds

NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

ZINC number
ZINC04118774
ZINC05425396
ZINC03591800
ZINC16970667
ZINC35655479
ZINC38700903
ZINC01576330
ZINC03861216
ZINC05522092
ZINC05543785
ZINC03886974
ZINC05758018
ZINC05838989
ZINC08616249
ZINC08628559
ZINC16778243
ZINC28766733
ZINC32599192
ZINC43278608
ZINC01728936
ZINC02579084
ZINC05382437
ZINC13536079
ZINC13746443
ZINC38520487
ZINC01605495

Affinity (Kcak/mole)
-6.0
-5.9
-5.8
-5.8
-5.8
-5.8
-5.6
-5.6
-5.6
-5.6
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.5
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.4
-5.3
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27
28
29
30

ZINC04674340
ZINC04804787
ZINC05500372
ZINC06495192

-5.3
-5.3
-5.3
-5.3

As far as molecular types of the top ten compounds of HHEM inhibitors
are concerned, eight compounds show 5-member ring structures
including tiazole (rank #1), triazol (rank #2, 9), pyrazoline (rank #3,
7), pyrrolidine (rank #4), and pyrazol (rank #5, 8). Therefore, it is
suggested that the HHEM inhibitors are preferred to contain certain
types of 5-member ring such as triazole and triazol as shown in fig. 3.
On the other hand, DNMT inhibitors represent a little different
molecular structure although eight compounds show 5-member ring
structure just as in HHEM inhibitors. As a characteristic molecular
structure, cyclopentanone (rank #5, 6) and cyclopentane (rank #7) are
noticed. The other 5-member ring compounds include oxysadiazole
(rank #1), pyrazolone (rank #3), trizol (rank #4,8), and triazole (rank
#9) as shown in fig. 5. It is worth keeping in mind that the type of
chemical structure is important to develop an innovative marketable
drug. This process is necessary in research and development of all
areas of drug categories such as anticancer drugs, anti-inflammatory
drugs, antibiotics, and so on.
Table 2b: Virtual screening result of 5Y0D, histone deacetylase,
by using VSDK; last 30 ZINC drug-like molecules out of 2778
compounds
NO
2769
2770
2771
2772
2773
2774
2775
2776
2777
2778

ZINC number
ZINC51665159
ZINC51690491
ZINC51690492
ZINC51690493
ZINC51690494
ZINC51690975
ZINC51690977
ZINC51690978
ZINC51690980
ZINC51690995

Affinity (Kcal/mol)
-2.6
-2.6
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5
-2.1
-2.1
-2.0

AutoDock verification
(Zhang X et al., 2020) conducted a research on. Biological, clinical and
epidemiological features of COVID-19, SARS and MERS, and AutoDock
simulation of ACE2, which is up-to-date topic worldwide.[45].
(Kozakov et al., 2005) reported a geometric approach to
macromolecule ligand interactions. Their method is to explore
geometrically feasible alignments of ligands and receptors of known
structure. They declared that their approach seems well-suited
generating conformations for energy refinement programs and
interactive computer graphics routines [23, 46]. On the other hand,
Goodsell et al. developed AutoDock which is compiled by C language
used to predict the bound conformations of a small, flexible ligand
against a macromolecule target of known structure for the search of
the best-fit conformation with a rapid grid-based method of energy
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evaluation, and a simulated annealing technique was adapted [18].
AutoDock is one of the most valuable docking systems and has been
used by quite a few numbers of researchers for the research and
development of innovative drugs [47-50].
With respect to the evaluation of the docking result, the prominent
criteria to apply for the selection of valuable compounds are
considered to be the low free energy, the cluster appearance in the
lower free energy region, and the creation of hydrogen bonds. The
method AutoDock adopts for detecting the cluster is to measure the
reliability of the docked result by comparing root mean squire
deviation (RMSD) of the lowest energy conformation and grouping
them into families of similar conformations or “clusters” [51]. With
respect to protein docking, the underlining principle is that
clustering occurs because long-range electrostatic and/or
desolvation forces steer the protein to low free energy attractor at
the binding region [52]. By default, AutoDock clusters the docked
conformations at 2 Å [50]. Generally speaking, the AutoDock result
is considered to be favorable when the greatest cluster appears in
the region of the lowest binding energy.
The reliability of AutoDock

The examples of AutoDock use for the search of innovative drugs
amount to be substantial in number. PubMed retrieves 1801 articles [51]
and Google Scholar, 70500 [52], as of May 31, 2021. Ali et al., reported
the antitumor drug development study of novel fravin analogs by
applying an AutoDock for a substantial study against protein tyrosine
kinase pp60c-src along with an inhibitory experiment against tumor cell
lines represented by IC50 (μM), where a good correlation between their
IC50 and AutoDock binding free energy was validated. The histones
epigenetic modifications are versatile marks that are intimately
connected to the development of disease pathogenesis including human
neoplasms [53]. Legitimate mutations of histone H2B are frequently
found in cancer cells. Extrinsic production of the H2B E76K mutant
ruggedly promote the colony formation ability of the expressing cells,
elucidating the fact that the histone mutation has a potential to promote
carcinogenic transformation [54]. (Yan et al., 2020) performed AutoDock
calculations to determine and compare the binding affinities of
remdesivir, chloroquine, ciclesonide, niclosamide, and lopinavirus to
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which is considered to play a
vital role in the development of COVID-19, and found that chloroquine,
and ciclesonide share the similar amino acid residues such as leucine,
methionine, Valine, and Isoleucine [55].
Cluster and histogram

The histogram chart of AutoDock4 100 runs of HHEM against 2778 ZINC
compounds is shown in fig. 7 in which the greatest cluster appeared in
the lowest region whose mean binding energy is-3.80 Kcal/mol. This
indicates that this docking run completed with a resealable result which
elucidates a proper docking execution. Fig. 8 shows the histogram chart
of AutoDock4 100 runs of DNMT against 2778 ZINC compounds. This
histogram chart also represents the greatest cluster appeared in the
lowest energy region with mean binding energy of-3.80 kcal/mol.
Therefore, the AutoDock operation in this experiment proved the
validity of the docking with a reliable result.
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Fig. 7: Docking conformation cluster of the ZINC compound 1H-1,2,4-triazole-3,5-diamine against HHEM, showing
tenacious affinity peak in the lowest region, obtained by AutoDock4 Tool [36]

the

most

Fig. 8: Docking conformation cluster of the ZINC compound 2-ethyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole against DNMT showing the most tenacious affinity
peak in the lowest region, obtained by AutoDock4 Tool [36]

Fig. 9: The docking confor m ation of ZINC inhibitor against HHEM indicating the hydr ogen band for m ed between the donor hydr ogen of ZINC
inhibitor and acceptor r esidue of HHEM; (a) hydr ogen bond between ZINC inhibitor and HHEM D289 r esidue with the distance of 2.196
Å，and (b) hydr ogen bond between ZINC inhibitor and HHEM DS5 r esidue with the distance of 2.182, obtained by AutoDock4 Tool [36]

Fig. 10: The docking conformation of ZINC inhibitor against DNMT indicating the hydrogen band formed between the donor hydrogen of
ZINC inhibitor and acceptor residues of DNMT; (a) hydrogen bond between the donor hydrogen of ZINC inhibitor and HHEM residue
SAR1706 with the distance of 2.058 Å，(b) hydrogen bond between ZINC inhibitor and DNMT TRP1170 residue with the distance of
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2.134 Å
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and (c) hydrogen bond between the donor hydrogen of ZINC inhibitor and DNMT GRY1147 residue with the distance of 1.884
Å，obtained by AutoDock4 Tool [36]

Hydrogen bond
As for the existence of hydrogen bond, two hydrogen bonds are
formed between the best ZINC inhibitor and two HHEM residues as
shown in fig. 9. The closer examination shows that the hydrogen
bonds between two donor hydrogens of the ZINC inhibitor and
acceptor oxygens of HHET DG289 and DA5 residues with the
distance of 2.196 Å and 2.182Å are observed. As shown in fig. 10.
Three hydrogen bonds are formed between the donor hydrogen of
the ZINC inhibitor and DNMT residues. Exploring one by one,
hydrogen bond between the donor hydrogen of ZINC inhibitor and
HHEM acceptor residue SAR1706 with the distance of 2.058 Å，the
donor hydrogen of ZINC inhibitor and DNMT residue TRP1170 with
the distance of 2.134 Å，and the donor hydrogen of ZINC inhibitor
and HHEM residue GRY1147 with the distance of 1.884 Å

(Riza H et al., 2018) reported an inhibitor docking study of methyl
hesperidin as nucleoside reverse transcriptase by using AutoDock
Vina [56]. They reported a good result indicating the binding energy
and biding site. However, they did not indicate the hydrogen bond
creation nor the binding conformation histogram. (Chellam J et al.,
2016) reported a computational biological study of aromatase
inhibitors docking with human placental aromatase cytochrome
P450 [57]. They have obtained internal energy of-9.759 Kcal/mol
which is excellent, although neither hydrogen bond formation nor
cluster histogram are indicated. (Govindarasu M et al., 2017)
presented docking studies on kaempferitrin in inflammatory and
apoptosis proteins for the search of colon cancer treatment. It would
be more convincing if they included more than one chemical [58].

(Tanisa AN et al., 2017) performed virtual screening study on betasecretase inhibitors using AutoDock and AutoDock Vina, and reported
that they obtained six satisfactory compounds by AutoDock and seven
by AutoDock Vina [59]. However, no number of compounds tested and
no time spent for virtual screening were reported and it is hard to
understand the details of their virtual screening.
In the pharmaceutical research field, we now come up with various
types of docking and virtual screening research works such as
understanding of structural interactions of protein and ligand [60],
drug design and discovery [61], and docking against phytochemical
screening, which all contribute to the enhancements of not only the
pharmaceutical research productivity but also academic authenticity
[62, 63, 64]. I am glad to see that this work is one of them and I wish
this type of docking and virtual screening research would continue
to be prosperous and productive in the pharmaceutical sciences.
CONCLUSION

For the 2778 compounds retrieved from the ZINC database, the
virtual screening to search for the HHEM inhibitors was successfully
competed in eight h 20 min, and for the DNMT inhibitor, ten h ten
min. As for the molecular structure, eight compounds out of the top
ten HHEM inhibitors contained 5-member rings such as triazole,
triazol, pyrazoline, pyrrolidine, and pyrazol. In addition to 5member ring the top ten DNMT inhibitors contained cyclopentanone
and cyclopentane. We propose that more than two times affinity
difference between the top and bottom ten compounds indicate a
successful outcome of the virtual screening experiment. The
histogram chart of AutoDock4 100 runs of HHEM inhibitors against
2778 ZINC compounds appeared in the lowest region with the
largest clusters for both HHEM and DNMT inhibitors. As for the
existence of hydrogen bond, two or three hydrogen bonds are
formed between the best ZINC inhibitor and HHEM or DNMT
residues. Therefore, the AutoDock operation in this experiment
proved its validity.
ABRIVIATIONS

histone H2B E76K mutant: (HHEM), DNA methyltransferase: (DNMT),
Endoplasmic reticulum: (ER), Bromodomain extra terminal: (BET),
Un-folded protein response: (UPR), Bromodomain: (BRD), Histone:
(H), Bromodomain protein 4: (BRD4), Histone acetyltransferase:
(HAT), Nicotinamide mononucleotide: (NAM), Inositol-requiring

enzyme: (IRE), Cluster of differentiation: (CD), Nicotinamide
dinucleotide: (NAD), Histone deacetylase: (HDAC), Marine natural
products: (MNP), Tumor necrosis factorα: (TNFα), Coronavirus:
(COPID 19), Main protease: (Mpro), Virtual screening: (VS), Virtual
screening by docking: (VSDK), Root mean square: (RMS), Root mean
square deviation: (RMSD), Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2: (ACE2).
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